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INTRODUCTION

Usual quantum corrections to Monte Carlo sim-
ulation feature an electron density profile, which
tends to vanish at the interface. However, the cor-
responding formulation of surface roughness scat-
tering and/or the application to realistic MOSFETs
is problematic. Using directly or indirectly the
Schrödinger equation involves an arbitrary choice of
the transition point between bulk and quantization
region both in space and in energy, and requires
for computational reasons analytical band structure
descriptions. The model for surface roughness scat-
tering based on the surface roughness root mean
square and correlation length still involves in the
full–band versions [1], [2] an effective mass and
requires strain–dependent calibration to measure-
ments [1]. In contrast, a combination of specular
and diffusive scattering at the interface explicitly
involves the strain–dependence via the conservation
of energy and parallel–momentum in the specular
part. However, this approach necessitates a classical
density profile allowing electrons to hit the surface.
A possibility to combine this surface scattering
model with quantum effects is to use a modification
of oxide thickness and work function as obtained
from quantum mechanics [3]. It is the aim of this
paper to generalize this method to a completely
numerical approach, to demonstrate its accuracy
and to apply it to process–simulated p– and n–
MOSFETs of a 65 nm technology.

APPROACH AND DISCUSSION

Our quantum–correction method consists of re-
producing density–gradient (DG) simulations be-
low and around the threshold by a classical drift–
diffusion (DD) simulation with modified work func-
tion and oxide thickness and to employ these
modified values subsequently in full–band Monte

Carlo (MC) simulation. First, the increase of the
effective oxide thickness in the on–state is com-
puted according to Δtox = (Xqm − Xcl) εox/εSi.
In a 2nd classical DD simulation using this Δtox,
the remaining threshold voltage shift to the DG
simulation is extracted and considered as a modified
work function in the 3rd DD simulation as well as
in the MC simulation.

For the example illustrated by the geometry in
Fig. 1 and the roll–off curves in Fig. 2, the logarith-
mic and linear plots of the transfer characteristics
are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. In the subthreshold
regime, i.e. in weak inversion, changing only tox
is not sufficient while considering only the thresh-
old voltage shift matches the DG result, whereas
both modifications are still significantly away from
DG for higher VGS. Only the combined correction
reproduces DG up to far above threshold (compare
also Fig. 5). In Fig. 6, the results of the different
corrections when used in MC simulation are shown
for the on–current scaling of n– and p–MOSFET. It
can be seen that considering only the total threshold
shift still involves a significant difference to the final
result based upon the combined correction.

CONCLUSION

We have presented a quantum–correction scheme
for full–band MC simulation which considers the
quantum mechanical increase of effective oxide
thickness and threshold voltage. In a TCAD envi-
ronment, this method can be used fully automatical
in a workbench project and allows to use con-
sistently diffusive and specular surface roughness
scattering and the corresponding stress–dependence.
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Fig. 1. Cross section of the source side of the channel in a 45
nm nMOSFET. The bold vertical bar shows the position where
the charge centroids are calculated from the electron density
profiles.
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Fig. 3. Logarithmic plot of the transfer characteristics of the
45 nm nMOSFET showing the results of different quantum
corrections employed in drift-diffusion simulations.
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Fig. 5. Electron sheet densities along the channel in the 45 nm
nMOSFET as present for different quantum corrections within
drift-diffusion simulations.
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Fig. 2. Saturation threshold voltage roll–off curves of nMOS-
FET and pMOSFET for a 65 nm node technology according
to density–gradient simulations.
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Fig. 4. Linear plot of the transfer characteristics of the 45 nm
nMOSFET showing the results of different quantum corrections
employed in drift-diffusion simulations.
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Fig. 6. On–current scaling according to full–band Monte Carlo
simulations of nMOSFETs and pMOSFETs using different
quantum corrections.




